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EOOS and Carl Hansen & Søn have joined forces to create a  
series of chairs that unite EOOS’ strong sense of modern 
aesthetics with Carl Hansen & Søn’s tradition of high-quality 
craftsmanship and outstanding comfort. The results are the 
Embrace Chair and the Embrace Lounge Chair: two designs 
that couple the ultimate in easygoing style with compelling 
design.

A new interpretation of the classic dining chair, the Embrace 
Chair combines wood and upholstery in a simple and authentic 
way, its soft padding and sculptural wooden frame creating an 
elegant and relaxed expression. 

In its own laid-back manner, the Embrace Lounge Chair exudes 
the same inviting air as the Embrace Chair, the floating  
expression emphasizing the link between the two designs. The 
wooden frame EOOS has created for the series is characterized 
by the lightness, craftsmanship and quality that reflect  
Carl Hansen & Søn’s unique DNA. 

Both the Embrace Chair and the Embrace Lounge Chair feature 
wooden frames and soft cushions that fold in three dimensions 
to form the front and back upholstery while simultaneously 
embracing the seat. The chair’s wooden frame is visible from 
all angles. 

The wooden frame and upholstery are joined together in a way 
that allows each component to retain its integrity. The curved 
backrest is composed of three pieces assembled in classic 
finger joints, emphasizing the simplicity of the elegant  
craftsmanship. The wooden structure is continuous, with the 
legs forming an essential element of the chair’s appearance. 

EMBRACE sERiEn
EASY, MODERN COMFORT



EMBRACE 
LOuNgE CHAIR

E015

The elegant Embrace Lounge Chair 
reveals an innovative, lightweight  
construction based on the same  
concept as the Embrace Chair, but  
with different proportions.

The seating position is reclined, the 
lines are horizontal – and there is 
greater contrast between the soft 
cushion and the simple wooden frame. 
Added volume, a softer filling, and 
bolder proportions also give the lounge 
chair a more enveloping feel. 

The Embrace Lounge Chair combines 
supreme lightness with outstanding 
comfort. Design-wise, the chair appears 
precise while radiating casual elegance. 
The lounge chair is intended as an 
elegant and comfortable addition to 
both private and public spaces and is 
available with a matching footstool.



EMBRACE 
CHAIR

E005

The Embrace Chair is a new interpretation 
of the classic dining chair, its strong 
expression and unique comfort creating 
possibilities for new applications. With 
clear references to Carl Hansen & Søn’s 
history, the chair has the design weight 
to stand alone in any room. Its lightness, 
quality craftsmanship, and sculptural 
styling make it a natural addition to  
Carl Hansen & Søn’s collection of classic 
designer furniture, while the soft  
upholstery contributes a new aesthetic. 

Although intended as an elegant dining 
room chair, the Embrace Chair also  
performs well as a guest chair and 
serves as a sculptural addition to hotel 
lobbies, office meeting rooms, or  
hallways. 



EOOS is an Austrian design trio established in 
1995 by gernot Bohmann, Martin Bergmann and 
Harald gründl in Vienna. The trio consider design 
a poetic discipline whose end result should 
always be able to accommodate the user’s 
changing needs and desires. EOOS approaches 
the often-complex design challenges by analyzing 
past roots and contemporary context. Termed 
‘Poetical Analysis’, EOOS’ process focuses on 
myths, rituals and intuitive expressions, creating 
connections that go beyond immediate  
impressions. 

The name EOOS derives from greek mythology 
and is the second of the four chariot horses  
belonging to Helios, the god of the Sun. The 
name itself holds visual appeal and has a  
mythical, poetic association with the designer’s 
everyday balancing act. 

EOOS enjoys great international renown and  
has worked with a wide range of the world’s  
best-known brands, among them Alessi, 
Bulthaup, Adidas, and many more. They have 
published several books about their design  
approach, and their work has garnered EOOS 
more than 130 international awards for unique 
design. 

DESIgN AS POETIC 
DISCIPLINE

EOOs



When you choose a Carl Hansen & Søn 
product, you get more than just a piece 
of furniture. You become part of a proud 
tradition of distinctive and beautiful 
craftsmanship, where nothing has been 
left to chance. Where all furniture is 
manufactured with great love for design 
and the history of the crafting process. 
Where each piece passes through  
numerous expert hands before taking 
pride of place in your chosen space, 
recounting a story of masterful design  
in quality wood from sustainable  
Scandinavian forests. 

We hope you will continue to tell the 
story. 

ThAT is why wE MAkE 
fuRniTuRE.

EvERy piECE 
COMEs wiTh 
A sTORy
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The Embrace Chair (E005), Embrace Lounge Chair (E015) and Embrace Footstool 
(E016) are all available with solid oak or walnut frames in various finishes and can 
be upholstered in leather or fabric with white, natural, blue, brown or black trim.

OAk

wAlnuT

fRAME Oak or walnut
uphOlsTERy Leather or fabric
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